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Contour enhancements of the midface make up a dominant aspect of aesthetic surgery. The goal of
midface rejuvenation is to decrease the prominence of grooves and creases as well as to provide volume to
atrophied tissue. There are various options, including autologous tissue grafts, allogenic tissue grafts and
alloplastic materials. In turn, patients’ needs have led to an increasing trend of less invasive treatments.
In the present study, 82 implants were used for midface augmentation in 41 patients (38 women, 3
men) between January 2014 and January 2016. Twenty-five patients were treated with Hyaluronic acid
implants while the remaining 16 patients were treated with lipofilling. For both groups and in all cases,
good integration of the filled material was observed in the malar region, with no significant treatment
complications and the last follow-up visit demonstrated good results and overall satisfaction. Hyaluronic
acid fillers and lipofilling are therefore the ideal answer to patients who aim for a natural and immediate
result with manageable complications, but, unlike Hyaluronic acid, autologous fat allows us to obtain a
long-lasting effect over time, resulting the closest thing to an ideal facial filler.
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Contour enhancements of the midface, and
particularly the malar region, make up a dominant
aspect of aesthetic surgery, as well as traumatic,
congenital and extirpative defect corrections (111). The characteristics of the ideal material for this
purpose include easy harvesting with minimal donor
site morbidity, good biocompatibility at the recipient
site, minimal risk of perforation, ease at remodeling,
desired form maintenance and consistency in situ and
in body tissue inertness with an easy reproducibility
of the technique (12, 13).
There are various options to take into careful
consideration for the reconstruction of a malar
depression, including autologous tissue grafts,
allogenic tissue grafts and alloplastic materials.
Alloplastic materials are readily available, lack
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donor-site morbidity, decrease surgical time and
cost, and have relatively good post-operative tissue
tolerance (14). Various alloplastic materials have
been used in facial cosmetic and reconstructive
surgery including silicone, Gore‑Tex, Medpor, and
expanded polytetrafluoroethylene (ePTFE) (1,15).
In comparison, autogenous grafts, such as grafted
adipose tissue, have the advantage of relative
resistance to infection, ease of incorporation into
new tissues, absence of a foreign body reaction and
decreased incidence of extrusion. With lipofilling
one can get a more natural reconstruction of the
face contour although they are lowly invasive with
minimal donor site morbidity (15).
Furthermore, a number of various Hyaluronic
acid fillers can be used for midface rejuvenation
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Hyaluronic acid (HA) is a polyanionic natural polymer occurring as a linear polysaccharide composed
of glucuronic acid and N-acetylglucosamine repeats. Hyaluronic acid has a wide range of applications
with its excellent physicochemical properties such as biodegradability, biocompatibility, non-toxicity,
non-immunogenicity and serves as an excellent tool in biomedical applications such as osteoarthritis
surgery, ocular surgery, plastic surgery, tissue engineering and drug delivery. This work provides an
overview on hyaluronic acid, its chemistry and biochemistry and its medical applications.
Hyaluronic acid is a linear polysaccharide that
is abundant in several connective tissues. Due to its
essential role as tissue lubricant and shock absorber,
hyaluronic acid (HA) finds important medical
applications in joints, skin and eye conditions (1),
osteoarthritis (2-4), cartilage regeneration (5), skin
regeneration (6) and retinal repair (7). Various
authors have reported the numerous functions of HA
and its fragments in wound healing (8, 9). Within
the epidermis, HA represents an integral part of the
ECM that surrounds keratinocytes, fostering their
proliferation and thus enhancing re-epithelialization.
Accordingly, the latter property of HA has been
successfully leveraged in wound healing and for
supporting scarless tissue repair (8). Further medical
applications of HA include visco-supplementation,
drug delivery, tissue repair and regeneration (e.g.,
cardiovascular tissue engineering), inflammation,
angiogenesis, as well as brain and neural regeneration
(10-13).
The present review is organized as follows: a
description of HA structure and its synthesis and
degradation mechanisms are initially described.
Distribution and functions of HA within the ECM
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of different tissues are analyzed, followed by a
description of the most important signaling pathways
involving HA; finally, a description of chemical
strategies for HA derivatization are presented,
together with a set of representative HA formulations
for different medical applications.
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Chemistry of HA
Karl Meyer and John Palmer were the first
investigators to biochemically purify HA in 1934
(14). In their work, they described a procedure for
isolating HA from the vitreous humor of bovine
eyes, initiating a huge amount of research on that
substance. In 1954, years after that first discovery,
Weissmann et al. (15) solved and described the
HA chemical structure. Firstly isolated as an acid
and hence the name, HA is composed of an uronic
acid and an aminosugar. Considering its existence
in vivo as a polyanion, HA is also referred to as
hyaluronan. The term hyaluronan was introduced by
Endre Balazs (16), who adopted the nomenclature
of polysaccharides. The term was meant to include
both the acid form and the salified one (e.g. sodium
hyaluronate) (17). HA is a linear polysaccharide
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Adhesive capsulitis (AC) is a common pathological condition of the shoulder characterized by
painful restriction of range of motion (ROM) of the glenohumeral joint. Currently, no consensus has
been reached regarding the best treatment. Hyaluronic acid (HA) injection is a safe procedure that can
result in significant improvement in active and passive ROM, alleviating pain and improving shoulder
function. We systematically reviewed current literature in order to evaluate the best evidence about the
effectiveness of intra-articular HA injection for the treatment of primary AC. We searched Medline,
CINAHL, Embase, Google Scholar and Cochrane Library. We selected studies comparing clinical
outcomes of patients treated with HA in association or not with conventional therapy. Seven studies
were evaluated: 2 uncontrolled randomized studies and 5 prospective randomized clinical trials with
level of evidence I. Clinical outcome measures used included, among other, ROM, Visual Analogic Scale
(VAS) pain scores, Constant score, Activity of daily living, Shoulder Pain and Disability Index (SPADI),
American Shoulder and Elbow Surgeons (ASES) and Japanese Orthopedic Association Score (JOA
score). Improvement was noted in terms of ROM, constant scores and pain in patients affected by AC
treated with intra-articular HA injections. When compared with cortisone intra-articular injection, HA
has equivalent clinical outcomes and ROM. The heterogeneity of treatments used in the studies reviewed,
makes it difficult to draw a definite conclusion on the subject. HA injections do not seem to determine the
final outcomes directly compared with conventional treatments. However, they could play an important
role for early mobilization in the initial stages, during which, due to pain and inflammation, the patient
keeps the shoulder immobilized for a long time, determining the direct cause of AC. Numerous variables,
including use of lidocaine, different HA and AC stages, could influence the results and deserve to be
accounted for in future investigations.
Adhesive capsulitis (AC) can be defined as a
pathological condition of the shoulder characterized
by painful restriction of range of motion (ROM) of
the glenohumeral joint, mainly in external rotation
(1). Despite the disease progresses through fibrosis
and terminate in joint contracture (2), it is generally
considered as a self-limiting process (3) with an
etiology that remains still unclear (2).

About 2% to 5% of the population suffer
from AC, with women (4) aged between 40- and
60-years-old most commonly affected (5) and the
non-dominant hand more frequently involved (6, 7).
About 20% to 30% of patients are likely to develop
the condition in the opposite shoulder (2, 4).
The pathogenesis of primary AC is still poorly
understood, but idiopathic inflammation of the lining
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Meniscal extrusion (ME) has shown to play a critical but still unclear role in osteoarthritis (OA)
development. ME has been described as an important risk factor in the progression of knee OA, as it is
involved in the thinning of articular cartilage, joint space narrowing, spontaneous osteonecrosis of the
knee and subchondral bone marrow lesions. Meniscal damage of any degree of severity could cause ME
in both compartments, but it is commonly associated with severe meniscal tears or root tears mainly in
the medial meniscus. Magnetic resonance imaging is the most commonly used imaging modality in the
assessment of ME, while ultrasonography may represent a valid alternative with high sensitivity and
specificity. Conservative treatment for ME includes physical therapy and rehabilitation to maintain
range of motion, corticosteroid injections and intra-articular injections of hyaluronic acid to provide
short-term relief of knee pain. The goal of this study is to review standards of current diagnosis and
treatment of ME and its relationship to knee OA.
Knee osteoarthritis (OA) is a major public health
issue and causes chronic pain and disability among
elderly patients in most of the developed countries.
Epidemiologic studies have shown that knee OA
affects over 250 million people worldwide, with
relevant impact on health care and society, and
its incidence is showing a growing trend with the
increasing life span (1-3). OA is a common chronic
disease characterized by capsule thickening, hyaline
cartilage damage, inflammation of the synovium,
degeneration of ligaments, hypertrophy of the
subchondral bone, formation of osteophytes and
meniscal tears and extrusion (4-6).
Meniscal extrusion (ME) has shown to play a
critical but still unclear role in OA development (711). It is defined as significant medial displacement
of the peripheral edge of medial meniscus beyond the
central margin of the medial tibial plateau. It occurs
when the external margin of the meniscus exceeds

the margin of the tibial plateau by >3 mm (12-17).
The degree of extrusion is significantly related
to meniscal degeneration and the most common
extrusion is in the medial meniscus.
A review of the anatomy of the menisci is
important to understand the mechanism of ME. The
medial and lateral menisci are two fibrocartilaginous
discs located between the surfaces of the femur and
tibia in the medial and lateral compartments of the
knee. It has been shown that medial ME is more
common than lateral ME. In addition to the fact that
the medial meniscus is the point of weight-bearing,
can be explained by the difference in attachment
to the capsule between the two menisci, that leads
medial meniscus to be more prone to subluxation
due to displacement of the medial capsule by fluid or
osteophytes (18).
The main functions of menisci are absorption
and transmission of the loads across the knee joint,
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Osteoarthritis (OA) of the base of the thumb, also known as Trapezio-Metacarpal (TM) OA, is a
disabling condition, which mainly affects women and manual workers. When TM OA is not adequately
treated, patients develop deformity and loss of function of the thumb. The surgical approach is a
widespread strategy to treat this condition, but there is still no consensus on the most effective procedure.
Therefore, several conservative strategies are commonly used, such as nonsteroidal anti-inflammatory
drugs (NSAIDs) administration, thumb strengthening exercise, splinting, steroid (CS) and hyaluronic
acid (HA) intrarticular injections. The present review of the literature aims to summarize the available
scientific evidence on the treatment of TM OA with injections of HA. Thirteen studies were included: 7
randomized controlled trials, 5 case series and a case-control study. Among these, 5 studies compared HA
versus CS injection. Results from most of them reported better outcomes with HA injections in terms of
function (strength) and joint motion, while CS injections had greater effect on pain; moreover, CS action
was faster but shorter, while HA required more time to obtain a therapeutic benefit and lasted longer. In
non-comparative articles, this trend was also confirmed. Indeed, the authors reported an improvement
in pain relief up to six months. Similarly, all studies indicated hand function improvement over time,
measured though DASH score, pincher and grip strength tests. Available data from included studies
show that there is no clear evidence to suggest a treatment with HA injections as the best advisable
non-operative treatment for TM OA. However, promising potentials were shown by the randomized
controlled trials, suggesting that there is some benefit and less comorbidities with the administration
of HA. Further research, such as trials evaluating larger cohorts with validated scores for long-term
follow-up, is still necessary.
Trapezio-Metacarpal (TM) joint osteoarthritis
(OA) is a degenerative condition affecting the base of
the thumb, causing instability, pain at rest or during
activity and functional impairment of the hand. It
particularly affects women, in whom it is especially
common during postmenopausal age (1). When
TM OA is not adequately treated, patients develop
a deformity of the thumb, due to the contracture in
adduction, leading to the subluxation of the joint

(2). The most common radiological classifications
used for TM OA are Eaton and Littler classification,
specific for TM joint, and Kellgren and Lawrence
classification, common to others joints too. Several
surgical procedures are widely used to treat TM OA
(3, 4), however there is still no consensus on the
most effective procedure (5) and, at the same time,
there is a higher risk of complications. Therefore,
conservative strategies represent a valid alternative
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This study was designed to prospectively evaluate the role of nebulized hyaluronic acid (HA)
administered for 10 days as treatment for patients with rhinitis medicamentosa (RM). RM is a
pathological condition of the nasal mucosa induced by prolonged, excessive or improper use of topical
decongestants. It is characterized by persistent nasal congestion that can lead the patient to increase
the frequency of application and the quantity of the substance being applied, resulting in dependence
on topical nasal decongestants. Twenty-five patients were treated with HA nebulized via Spray-sol
twice a day for 10-days (T1) (HA Spray-sol treatment group). Subsequently, after 3 days of washout,
patients were treated with physiological saline nebulized via Spray-sol twice a day for 10 days. (T2)
(saline Spray-sol treatment group). The HA Spray-sol treatment group (tp) significantly improved visual
analogue scale (VAS) scores (T0=6.25±1.64 vs T1=3.91±1.30; p<0.05), whereas there was no statistically
significant difference in the saline Spray-sol treatment group (tp) (p>0.05), results confirmed by the
anterior active rhinomanometry (AAR) data (HA Spray-sol tp T0=1.193±0.83 vs T1=0.44±0.25, p<0.05;
saline Spray-sol tp (p>0.05). An improvement in the Global Rhinitis Score (GRS) was recorded in both
groups (T0=15.37±5.16 vs T1=5.54±3.23, p<0.05; saline Spray-sol tp T0=15.37±5.16 vs T2=10. 7±5.43;
p<0.05). Both groups showed a significant reduction in mucosal oedema and nasal secretions. Patients
treated with HA Spray-sol reduced or even eliminated (11/25 patients) the use of topical decongestant
within 10 days of treatment with HA. The results of this study suggest nebulized topical 9-mg sodium
hyaluronate plays a pivotal role in the management of RM.
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Nasal decongestants are commonly used to relieve
congestion in patients with nasal obstruction such
as in acute and chronic rhinitis, rhino-sinusitis and
nasal polyposis. Topical nasal decongestants operate
through the stimulation of α-adrenergic receptors
causing vasoconstriction, reducing congestion of the
mucosa and providing rapid reduction of obstructive
symptoms (1). Vasoconstriction induced by topical
decongestants is usually followed by rebound
congestion (or vasodilatation) and tachyphylaxis

(reduced efficacy of a drug dosage after repeated
use) (2).
RM is a pathological condition of the nasal mucosa
induced by prolonged, excessive or improper use of
topical decongestants and characterized clinically
by vasodilation “rebound”, mucosal oedema and
“tachyphylaxis” with progressive loss of efficacy of
topical decongestants with a reported incidence in
otolaryngology clinics from 1% to 7% (3). The first
criteria for the diagnosis of RM were proposed in
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The management of oral ulcers is a challenge for clinicians. Whilst there is widespread use of topical
corticosteroids, antibiotics and antimicrobial, there is only weak evidence for the effectiveness of any of
the topical treatments. Hyaluronic Acid (HA) has been recently proposed for topical administration in
the treatment of oral ulcers and other painful oral lesions. The aim of the study is to systematically review
the published literature regarding all the therapeutic effects of HA on painful oral lesions such as oral
ulcers and oral lichen planus. Relevant published studies were found in PubMed, Google Scholar and
Ovid using a combined keyword search or medical subject headings. At the end of our study selection
process, 4 relevant publications were included: two regarding oral lichen planus, one Behcet’s Disease
and Recurrent Aphthous ulcer and one in oral ulcers in general. Both subjective parameters such as
healing period, VAS for pain and objective assessments such as number of ulcers, maximal area of ulcer
and inflammatory signs, significantly improved after HA treatment. These data allow us to suggest that
HA may play a pivotal role in the treatment of oral ulcers.
Oral ulcers typically manifest as a small erosion
of the epidermal layer of the non-keratinized oral
mucosa. They may be associated with significant
pain that interferes with eating, speaking, talking,
swallowing and typically persist for 7 to 14 days (1).
There are numerous causes of oral ulcerations:
traumatic, metabolic, dermatological, allergic,
immunological,
infectious
and
neoplastic.
However, causes may overlap and in some cases,
the aetiology is unclear. In some cases, oral ulcers
may be manifestations of systemic diseases such
as skin, connective tissue, blood or gastrointestinal
tract disorders. Oral Lichen Planus, a chronic
immunological
inflammatory
mucocutaneous
disorder, is characterized by erosive atrophic and
ulcerative lesions (2). Oral or genital aphthous ulcers

are a main criterion for the Behçet’s (BD) diagnosis
and are often the initial sign. In addition, there is the
recurrent aphthous ulcer (RAU), the most common
form of recurrent oral ulcers, characterized by
recurring painful ulcers of the mouth (3).
The management of oral ulcers is a challenge for
clinicians, because the cause often remains unknown.
The goal of treatment should be to eliminate atrophic
and ulcerative lesions to alleviate symptoms and
in selected cases to prevent the risk of malignant
transformation (4).
Topical corticosteroids, antibiotics, antimicrobial
agents and analgesics are highly recommended for
patients with oral ulcers. Whilst there is widespread
use of these agents, there is only weak evidence for
the effectiveness of any of the topical treatments (5).
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Rhinosinusitis is one of the most common inflammatory conditions of the nasal cavity and paranasal
sinuses and is one of the most common causes of absence from work and for visits to the family doctor.
The treatment strategy in both acute rhinosinusitis (ARS) and chronic rhinosinusitis (CRS) is to
reduce the severity of the symptoms, minimize the duration of the disease and prevent complications.
Topical therapy has become an important tool in otolaryngologists’ armamentarium for rhinosinusitis
treatment. Recently, topical hyaluronic acid (HA), the major component of many extracellular matrices
that promotes tissue healing, including activation and moderation of the inflammatory responses, cell
proliferation, migration and angiogenesis, has been proposed for ARS and CRS adjuvant tool. The aim
of the study is to systematically review the published literature regarding all the therapeutic effects
of HA on the ARS and CRS. Relevant published studies were found in PubMed, Google Scholar and
Ovid, using a combined keyword search or medical subject headings. At the end of our study selection
process, 5 relevant publications were included: 2 of them investigated the potential role of HA in
reducing symptoms and preventing exacerbations of CRS in adult population, two of them in paediatric
patients affected by upper respiratory tract infections and one of them in cystic fibrosis patients with
bacterial rhinopharyngitis. Data deriving from the present review of 5 clinical studies showed that the
use of topical HA represents a relevant therapeutic advance in rhinosinusitis to minimize symptoms and
prevent reacutization with a significant improvement of their quality of life, as it avoids systemic side
effects and increases local drug activity. Further studies on larger populations and with new specific
nebulization devices for upper airway are needed to confirm these encouraging results.
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Rhinosinusitis is an inflammatory condition of
the nasal cavity and paranasal sinuses and represents
a heterogeneous group of diseases, with different
underlying etiologic factors and with various clinical
manifestations (1). This inflammation is associated
with typical clinical pattern characterized by major
and minor symptoms (Table I), which results in
dramatic reductions in overall well-being and quality
of life (QOL).

Based on the duration of symptoms, rhinosinusitis
can be classified in acute rhinosinusitis (ARS),
chronic (CRS) and recurrent (rCRS), which is
differentiated from chronic rhinosinusitis (CRS)
(Table II).
ARS has a relatively rapid onset and is normally
of a four-week duration or less. Most cases are viral
in origin and the resolution of symptoms usually
occurs within 5 to 7 days without any specific
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We prospectively evaluated the efficacy of nebulized Hyaluronic Acid (HA) as an adjuvant treatment
to hasten the improvement of nasal respiration and to minimize patients’ discomfort in the postoperative
functional endoscopic sinus surgery (FESS) for chronic rhino-sinusitis (CRS). We enrolled 33 CRS adult
patients who underwent endoscopic functional sinus surgery. They were randomly assigned into two
groups: Spray-Sol group (18 patients) with HA nebulized with a new nasal device named Spray-Sol and
Spray group (15 patients) with a HA nebulized with a common spray. Both groups were treated twice
daily for 4 weeks. CRS questionnaire, Visual analogic scale (VAS) and nasal endoscopy were used to assess
the outcomes of the treatments during the 1st month of follow up. The mean VAS score of the Spray-Sol
group at 2 weeks was significantly lower than the Spray group (5.2±2.1 vs 10.5±3.7; p<0.05). The VAS score
remained significantly lower in the Spray-Sol group also at the 4 weeks (2.9±0.8 vs 6.1±3.4; p<0.05). The
CRS score was significantly better at week 2 and 4 in both groups in comparison with baseline values, with
better results in the Spray-Sol group. Since the first visit the Spray-Sol group also showed significantly
lower crusts, edema and secretions than the Spray group (p<0.05). The compliance to treatment was
similar in both groups. The results of this prospective study suggest a role nebulized of HA through new
device (Spray-sol) as a supportive treatment for faster improvement of nasal respiration, also minimizing
patient discomfort, promoting nasal mucosa healing in postoperative FESS for CRS.
Chronic rhinosinusitis (CRS) is one of the most
common chronic diseases in the United States with
significant morbidity and health care costs. It is
estimated that CRS annually results in 73 million
restricted activity days and $2.4 billion in direct
medical costs (1). Epidemiologic studies point out
that CRS affects 10-15% of the US population with
peaks between 30 and 60 years of age (1).
CRS is defined as inflammation of the nose and
the paranasal sinuses characterized by two or more
symptoms, one of which should be either nasal
blockage/obstruction/congestion or nasal discharge

± facial pain/pressure ± reduction or loss of smell for
≥12 weeks (2). This purely symptom-based diagnosis
must be supported with confirmatory evidence of
mucosal inflammation, such as that seen on anterior
rhinoscopy or radiographic imaging (3).
The pathogenesis of CRS remains controversial.
Several factors, altering the host-environment
interaction such as bacteria, fungi, viruses, allergens
or environmental toxins may trigger the inflammatory
process (4).
The ostiomeatal complex (OMC) plays a key
role in the pathogenesis of rhinosinusitis, it is a
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Ankle osteoarthritis (OA) is a progressive degenerative joint disease that causes ankle pain and
functional limitation especially during walking. It tends to involve younger people with high functional
request and has often a post-traumatic origin. Symptoms control through conservative treatment is
essential to procrastinate as long as possible the need for surgery. Although few data are present in
literature about the use of local viscosupplementation in ankle OA, their potential use for ankle OA has
been suggested. We systematically reviewed literature to evaluate the best evidence about short and
long term effectiveness of intra-articular HA injections in the treatment of ankle OA. After having
screened titles and abstracts from PubMed, Ovid, Cochrane Reviews, Google Scholar, we identified 14
full text articles and collected the outcome rates of intra-articular cycles of HA injections in patients
with symptomatic ankle OA. Only 4 randomized controlled trials were included. Ankle Osteoarthritis
Scales (AOS), American Orthopedic Foot, Ankle Society (AOFAS) clinical rating score, visual analog
scales (VAS), Western Ontario and McMaster Universities (WOMAC) OA Index of Pain, Stiffness, and
Physical Function Score were most frequently used to evaluate outcomes. Although randomized trials
showed scores improvement also in placebo-treated patients, current evidence suggests that
viscosupplementation for treatment of ankle OA is a safe and effective method. More randomized
controlled trials with a large number of patients that compare not only the different types, dosages and
frequency of HA injections, but also the effectiveness of HA versus corticosteroids infiltrations and HA
versus other types of conservative treatment are still needed.
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Ankle osteoarthritis (OA) is a progressive
degenerative joint disease that leads to a progressive
erosion of articular cartilage until the exposure
of subcondral bone. From a clinical point of view,
this degenerative process causes progressive ankle
pain and functional limitation especially during
walking that affect patient quality of life (1). Ankle
OA prevalence ranges between 5% (2) and 13% (3)
of total cases of OA and between 1 and 4% of the
whole population (4). Its origin is frequently posttraumatic (70%), most commonly secondary to

fracture or ligament chronic instability and, only in
a smaller percentage of cases, idiopathic (7%) or a
consequence of a systemic rheumatologic disease
Unlike hip and knee OA, this disease
(12%) (1).
tends to involve younger people with high functional
request that approximately in 10 to 20 years reach
the end stage of progression (5). Symptoms control,
an important therapeutic challenge for surgeons
(6), is essential to procrastinate as long as possible
the need for surgery, which not always guarantees
a consistent relief at long-term follow-up and could
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Osteoarthritis (OA) of the knee is one of the most relevant and debilitating health problems. Obesity
represents one of the major risk factor for early development of OA. In the obese population, knee
replacement should be delayed and eventually avoided and prefer conservative treatments including
intrarticular hyaluronic acid (HA) viscosupplementation. In the present clinical randomized trial, we
present a comparison between two groups of 24 obese patients which were randomized to be treated
with two intrarticular injections of hybrid (low and high molecular weight) hyaluronic acid (Group
A) or two injections of high molecular weight hyaluronic acid (Group B). Patients were followed-up
through to 6 months and assessed though IKDC and KOOS scores, pain was evaluated with VAS. All
patients reported a significant improvement when compared to baseline value in all outcome measures.
At 3-month follow-up, IKDC had significantly improved in patients of Group A, compared to Group B
(53.1±1.9 vs 51.4±2.4, p=0.0079) and the same for KOOS (52.1±2.0 vs 50.1±2.9, p=0.010). Furthermore,
the difference in KOOS was persistently significant at 6-month follow-up (54.7±2.3 vs 51.7±4.9, p=0.014).
The VAS reduced significantly more in Group A at 3 months (3.7±0.5 vs 5.2±0.7, p<0.001). In an obese
population, where basal inflammatory pattern increases symptoms of OA and conservative treatment is
recommended, HA viscosupplementation improved function and pain of the knee. The treatment with
hybrid HA showed better outcomes than high molecular weight HA in obese patients. The combination
of the anti-inflammatory action of low molecular weight HA on chondrocytes and the biomechanical role
of high molecular weight HA might explain the different results.
Osteoarthritis (OA) is the most common joint
disease and one of the most common causes
of disability. Indeed, OA represents a painful,
debilitating disease that drastically affects quality
of life and functional capacity of patients. It is
a metabolically active and dynamic process,
characterized by the degeneration of cartilage and all
joint tissues (1).
Obesity, a rising epidemic and one of the major
public health problems, is considered an important

independent risk factor in the development of OA
(2). It represents a global burden and people affected
are constantly increasing worldwide. In a previous
report, the World Health Organization (WHO) stated
that 500 million of the world’s population were
obese (3). Both the higher prevalence of obesity and
the increasing aging population contribute to make
OA a critical problem. The numbers of obese people
developing early OA and undergoing total knee
replacement (TKR) has consistently been rising (4).
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Recently, a specifically designed device was proposed that is able to nebulize particles with a diameter
of approximately 16 micrometres to be used mainly in the management of diseases of the upper airway
respiratory tract. The purpose of this pilot study is to evaluate the potential efficacy of nebulized hyaluronic
acid in the management of gingivitis. The results of the statistical analysis demonstrate that there was no
difference between the pocket depth as measured in the treated sites at time 0 (pre-treatment) and time
1 (15 days post-treatment). However, the difference between bleeding on probing as measured at time
0 and time 1 indicated an improvement on both sides, with a slightly greater improvement on the side
treated with HA.
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Hyaluronic acid (HA) is a natural polysaccharide
consisting of a linear chain of glucuronic acid
and N-acetylglucosamine molecules (1-8). It is
synthesized by the serosa glands of the submucosa
and it is an important component of the extracellular
matrix of connective tissue, synovial fluid, embryonic
mesenchymal tissue, the vitreous humour, the skin
and many other organs and tissues in the human body.
According to its molecular weight, treatment
with hyaluronic acid results in different responses in
the body.
Of the many beneficial effects of hyaluronic acid,
perhaps the most significant function, is the role it
plays in reducing and managing inflammation. This
is particularly true with regards to low-molecularweight hyaluronic acid (<300 kD) due to its role in
reducing peripheral vascularization; while in the case
of high-molecular-weight hyaluronic acid (1000 kD),
there is increasing evidence to suggest that, thanks to
its inherent immunosuppressive effect on a cellular

P

level, it also helps to regulate excessive exacerbation
of inflammation (9). Furthermore, hyaluronic acid is
bacteriostatic and anti-inflammatory.
Many inflammatory diseases in dentistry, such
as gingivitis and periodontitis, require ongoing and
constant management over time.
HA, interacting with type I and II toll-like receptors,
regulates the body’s innate immunity against bacteria
and viruses by preventing penetration, promoting
angiogenesis and by modulating the proliferation,
migration and differentiation of the cells responsible
for tissue repair; thus playing a key role in wound
healing (9-25).
The emollient and restructuring action it exerts on
the mucous membranes is also very important, which
is caused by its reparative (it stimulates angiogenesis)
and soothing properties (hyaluronic acid is used
in wound care to improve the processes of wound
healing) which are effective in treating the symptoms
of local inflammation and irritation (9-25).
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In recent years, with an increase in the number of implants, there has been a related increase
in cases of pathologies related to infections around the implant site and on the implant surface
i.e. mucositis and peri-implantitis. The purpose of this pilot study is to evaluate the potential
efficacy of nebulized hyaluronic acid in the management of mucositis. The results of the statistical
analysis demonstrate that there was no difference between the pocket depth as measured in the
treated sites at time 0 (pre-treatment) and time 1 (15 days weeks post-treatment). However,
the difference between bleeding on probing as measured at time 0 and time 1 indicated an
improvement on both sides, with a slightly greater improvement on the side treated with HA.
Hyaluronic acid, a natural polysaccharide
consisting of a linear chain of glucuronic acid and
N-acetylglucosamine molecules, is synthesized
by the serosa glands of the submucosa and it is an
important component of the extracellular matrix
of connective tissue, synovial fluid, embryonic
mesenchymal tissue, the vitreous humour, the skin
and many other organs and tissues in the human
body.
Treatment with hyaluronic acid can bring about
different responses in the body according to the
molecular weight used. In recent years, numerous
studies have highlighted some of the properties of
hyaluronic acid. In particular, low-molecular-weight
hyaluronic acid (<300 kD) promotes the stimulation
of cell proliferation and has an anti-inflammatory
action, while in the case of high-molecular-weight
hyaluronic acid (1000 kD), there is increasing
evidence to suggest that, due to its inherent

immunosuppressive effect, it helps to regulate
excessive exacerbation of inflammation (1-9). The
most significant functions and properties of HA are
due to some of its specific characteristics: it has a
hygroscopic nature and viscoelastic properties; it is
non-antigenic yet it is antioxidant, anti-oedematous
and biocompatible. Moreover, it is bacteriostatic and
anti-inflammatory.
These properties prevent the selection and
formation of resistant bacterial strains even when
used over an extended period (10), which is one of
the most significant side effects that occur in the
chronic use of antibiotics, making it especially useful
in the management of chronic diseases, particularly
in respiratory disorders.
HA is widely used in aesthetic medicine to improve
aesthetic surgery results (11-20). It is well known in
dentistry that there are numerous chronic conditions
that require ongoing and constant management over
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The emollient and restructuring action exerted on the mucous membranes by hyaluronic
acid is of particular significance. This is thanks to its reparative (it stimulates angiogenesis) and
soothing properties (hyaluronic acid is used in wound care to improve the processes of wound
healing), which are effective in treating the symptoms of local inflammation and irritation.
The purpose of this clinical trial is to evaluate the potential efficacy of nebulized hyaluronic
acid in the management of chronic periodontitis in adults. The results of the statistical analysis
demonstrate that there was a slight improvement in the measurement of pocket depth in the side
treated with HA at time 0 (pre-treatment) and time 1 (15 days post-treatment). Furthermore,
the difference between bleeding on probing as measured at time 0 and time 1 indicated an
improvement on both sides, with a slightly greater improvement on the side treated with HA.
Hyaluronic acid is an important component
of the extracellular matrix of connective tissue,
synovial fluid, embryonic mesenchymal tissue, the
vitreous humour, the skin and many other organs
and tissues in the human body. It is a polysaccharide
consisting of a linear chain of glucuronic acid and
N-acetylglucosamine molecules, which is synthesized
by the serosa glands of the submucosa.
Low-molecular-weight hyaluronic acid (<300 kD)
promotes the stimulation of cell proliferation and has
an anti-inflammatory action, while increasing evidence
suggests that high-molecular-weight hyaluronic acid
(1000 kD), due to its inherent immunosuppressive
effect, also helps to regulate exacerbation of
symptoms caused by excessive inflammation (1-9).
HA is widely used in aesthetic medicine to improve
aesthetic surgery results (10-19).

Firstly, it is non-antigenic, yet it is antioxidant,
anti-oedematous and biocompatible. Moreover, it
is bacteriostatic and anti-inflammatory, and thus
it prevents the selection and formation of resistant
bacterial strains, even when used over an extended
period (20), which is one of the most significant side
effects that occur in the chronic use of antibiotics,
making it especially useful in the management of
chronic diseases, particularly in respiratory disorders.
In dentistry, one of the most important chronic
pathology that requires constant management is
periodontal disease.
HA plays a key role in wound healing, interacting
with type I and II toll-like receptors, it regulates the
body’s innate immunity against bacteria and viruses
by preventing penetration, promoting angiogenesis
and by modulating the proliferation, migration and
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It is well known in dentistry that there are numerous chronic conditions that require ongoing and constant
management over time, the most noteworthy being periodontal disease, gingivitis and periodontitis. Yet,
in recent years, with the increase in the number of implants being placed, mucositis and peri-implantitis
have become more and more prevalent pathologies. The results of the statistical analysis demonstrate
that there was a slight difference between the pocket depth as measured in the treated sites at time 0
(pre-treatment) and time 1 (15 days post-treatment), although the difference was so small as to render it
statistically irrelevant. Bleeding on probing as measured at time 0 and time 1 indicated an improvement on
both sides, but with no greater improvement noted on the side treated with HA.
In recent years, with an increase in the number
of implants being placed, pathologies related to
infections around the implant site and on the implant
surface, such as mucositis and peri-implantitis, have
become increasingly prevalent. In severe cases, periimplantitis results in bone loss and the consequent
failure of the implant, which requires extensive
surgery and bone regeneration procedures to rectify.
Many implants today are designed with a rough
surface, considered ideal to facilitate osteointegration,
but the same surface treatment is the ideal breeding
ground for bacteria. If the connection between the
implant and the abutment is not sufficiently stable,
the penetration of bacteria within the connection is
likely to take place. In order to achieve significant,
long-term results both to prevent total implant
failure and to stimulate reosteointegration, targeted
detoxification of the implant surface is required to
eliminate biofilm colonization (1).

Hyaluronic acid is a natural polysaccharide
consisting of a linear chain of glucuronic acid
and N-acetylglucosamine molecules, and it is an
important component of the extracellular matrix of
many tissues in the human body.
Numerous studies carried out in the last decade
have demonstrated the various beneficial properties
of hyaluronic acid. Depending on its molecular
weight, treatment with hyaluronic acid results in
different responses in the body. On the one hand,
low-molecular-weight hyaluronic acid (<300 kD)
promotes the stimulation of cell proliferation and
has an anti-inflammatory action. On the other,
increasing evidence suggests that high-molecularweight hyaluronic acid (1000 kD), due to its inherent
immunosuppressive effect, also plays a role in the
regulation of excessive inflammation (2-10). The
most significant functions and properties of HA
are as follows: it has a hygroscopic nature and
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In the context of the trans crestal maxillary sinus lift, a wide variety of biomaterials have been used
to fill the sub-antral space over the years. The materials that have a pasty consistency and are smooth
and free from lumps are the most suitable to come into contact with the Schneiderian membrane which,
if torn, cannot perform its graft containment function. In this study, a micronized heterologous bone
in a collagen matrix of two different percentages was used in order to fill the maxillary sinus. Before
using biomaterial as filler, a spray form of hyaluronic acid was used to disinfect the surgical site before
and after the surgery, along with more consistent and pasty form of gel of hyaluronic acid being used in
order to facilitate the detachment of the membrane. The surgical procedures were designed and carried
out using computer-planned surgery. The filling volume obtained was measured with a comparative
software programme and using an ellissoid formula. This technique allows the surgery to be performed
in a way that is both minimally traumatic and invasive, fully careful of the membrane and represents a
viable alternative to those surgical techniques for crestal sinus lift currently in use.
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When there is increased pneumatisation of the
maxillary sinus, various surgical lifting techniques
of the maxillary sinus floor lift are required. These
techniques involve filling part of the maxillary sinus
with biocompatible materials that after some months,
due to reabsorption and remodelling processes, are
transformed into bone, resulting in adequate bone
volume for implant-prosthesis.
When large cavity fillings and anatomical structures
are required, it is generally necessary to resort to
vestibular approaches to the maxillary sinus. Actually,
the crestal approach is increasingly employed where
small quantities of biomaterial are required to fill the
sinus cavity. In these cases, it is generally possible

to insert the implants immediately. These ‘mini lifts’
are therefore advisable when the initial osseous
thickness is between 5 and 6 mm (1).
Over the years, numerous maxillary sinus lift
techniques using a crestal approach have been
described in the literature (2). A transcrestal
hydraulic lift technique has been used in this study. A
specially made injector, named ML, linked to a new
a specially designed polyoxymethylene micrometric
piston weighing only 15 grams (ML easy) was used.
It allows for the elevation of the membrane and the
filling of the sinus cavity simultaneously (3, 4).
One of the most frequent reasons for failure during
a maxillary sinus-floor lift operation is connected
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Bio-stimulation is a technique in aesthetic medicine in which different drugs such as nucleotides,
antioxidants and glucosaminoglycans precursors are injected in the dermis to improving the anabolic
function of dermal fibroblasts, i.e., protein synthesis, replication and production of extracellular
matrix components. It can be achieved with multiple intra-dermal injections, using two protocols: 1)
Polydeoxyribonucleotide (PDRN) plus glucosamine sulphate (Gluc); 2) N-acetylcysteine (NAC) and
amino acids (Aa) (named Bio- NAC procedure). Since the role of drugs used in biostimulation on human
dermal fibroblasts is not completely understood, the aim of this study is to evaluate the effect of these
substances in primary cell cultures by using RT-PCR and a panel of specific genes (ELN, DSP, FN1,
FBN1, ITGA1, ITGA2, ITGA5, ITGB1, COL1A1,COL3A1) to detect their effect on cell metabolism and
extracellular matrix components. Both the treatments were responsible for Elastine and Desmoplakin
genes activation. Only NAC plus Aa treatment enhance the expression of other genes related to tissue
growth and elasticity like FBN1, ITGA1 and ITGB1. All the other genes investigated (FN1, ITGA5,
ITGA2, COL1A1, COL3A1) were down-regulated by both treatments. Since the precise role of these
proteins in tissue integrity and aging is not known, this study confirms the usefulness of biostimulation
therapies in enhancing some of the genes responsible of cellular wellbeing. This study could be useful to
consider the possibility of injective biostimulation in oral cavity, clinical applications in oral healing and
in gingival atrophy as well.
Bio-stimulation (BS) is a technique in aesthetic
medicine in which different drugs as nucleotides,
antioxidants and glucosaminoglycans precursors are
injected in the dermis (1) to improving the anabolic
function of dermal fibroblasts, i.e., protein synthesis,
replication and production of extracellular matrix
components (ECM) (2).
It can be achieved with multiple intradermal injections, using two protocols: 1)
Polydeoxyribonucleotide (PDRN) plus glucosamine

sulphate (Gluc); 2) N-acetylcysteine (NAC) and
amino acids (Aa) (named Bio- NAC procedure) (1,
3, 4).
In the first protocol, polynucleotide fragments
(as replication booster) and glucosamine sulfate (as
hyaluronate precursor) are used. These drugs are
commonly used for their anti-inflammatory function
(1, 5).
PDRN is demonstrated to increase nucleic acid
biosynthesis and enhance both cellular replication
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Bio-revitalization is a therapy commonly used in aesthetic medicine to improve skin quality by directly integrating hyaluronic acid alone or added to other molecules (i.e. vitamins) through intradermal
injections. These injections are not aimed to fill roughness but to achieve extracellular matrix optimization. The injective medical devices used in aesthetic medicine differ for hyaluronic acid content and
for the presence of additional molecules that characterize the formulation of a particular company.
The aim of the present study is to compare HA with different compounds in regard to their effects on
cultured fibroblasts over time by using RT-PCR and a panel of genes (ELN, DSP, FN1, FBN1, ITGA1,
ITGA2, ITGA5, ITGB1, COL1A1, COL3A1) involved in connective integrity. Bio-revitalization is able
to activate genes involved in tissue integrity. The reported data add new insight in the comprehension of
molecular mechanism related to BR. These preliminary data have to be developed through additional
experiments. However, an injective therapy seems to be effective in gingival fibroblast stimulation.
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Age, lifestyle, smoking, sun exposure, facial
expressions and stress are some of the factors that can
accelerate the normal aging process (1). Cosmetic
imperfections are due to the disorganization of
autologous collagen that leads to the alteration of
the elasticity of the skin mantle. This phenomenon,
in combination with the dehydration processes,
determines the formation of wrinkles (2, 3). Other
imperfections may be due to trauma, surgery, acne
or chickenpox scars. In every case, depletion of the
dermal matrix and of the adipose tissues, lead to an
accentuated and ugly blemish defined as “groove” or
“depression”.
For the correction of all these skin problems,
the plastic and cosmetic surgery makes use of
different products with different applications fields.
Bio-revitalization is a therapy commonly used
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in aesthetic medicine to improve skin quality by
directly integrating hyaluronic acid (HA) alone or
added to other molecules (i.e. vitamins) (4,5) trough
intradermal injections. These injections are not
aimed to fill roughness but to get extracellular matrix
(ECM) optimization.
HA is a high-molecular a polymer of dimeric units
of N-acetylglucosamine and glucuronic acid. Among
its important biological functions, there are the
modulation of cellular proliferation, migration and
differentiation, regulation of the extracellular water
content and protein homeostasis. HA is largely used
in aesthetic medicine for its hydration capability. It
is a polyanion that can self-associate and that can
also bind to water molecules giving it a stiff, viscous
quality similar to gelatin (6-8).
HA is omnipresent in the human body occurring in
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